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Foreword

One of the principal questions that emanated from the historic 1992 Rio Earth Summit
(the United Nations Conference on Environmtiient and Development, or LJNCED)

revolved around the role of business in promoting Agenda 21 In September 1994 the
World Bank Vice Presidency for Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) and

EarthKind, a global nongovernmental organization, brought together inclustry and city
leaders from around the world to focus on the role of business in the creation of envi-
ronmiientally sustainable cities.

As an Associated Event of the Seconcl Annual World Bank Conference on

Environmiientally Sustainable Development, this forumL, entitled The Business of
Sustainable Cities: Public-Private Partnerslhips,' spotlighted success stories that dcemon-
strate creative technical and institutional solutions. Together, business, municipal,

financial, and nongovernmental leaders examined proven models for success that are
available today. As leaders in their fields they underscored the positive potential of
business to move in an environmentally sustainable direction.

ThIrough such exchanges the North and the South and the public and private sec-
tors can learn from one another and thus avoid industrial patterns and processes that

undermine the great life support systems of the natural worlcl. Such partnerships are

indispensable if we are to have sustainable cities. This forumii advanced this objective.

jan A. Hcirlke

President

EatltbKinid
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Preface

Ultimately, to be sustainable, cities must function for people. protect their health, pro-
vicle shelter, and offer opportunities for employment and cultural expression. Leaders

around the world are seeking new answers to these requiremilents by revisiting tradi-

tional approaches and pursuing innovative solutions.
In this report international, national, nongovernmentaI, and public and private busi-

ness and incdustry leaders and officials present their approaches to urban energy, trans-
portation, and solid waste services that advance environimientally sustainable

development. In each case the approach improves thie quality of life in cities and pre-
sents new entrepreneurial opportunities.

As detailed in this puiblication, new efficiencies and more effective services in thiese
sectors are not only possible but proven, and they are well worth examining in a time

of dimiinishing fiscal resources anid increasing hluLiman needs in sprawling cities. Of vital
importance, tihese innovations in delivering energy, transportation, and waste mani-
agement services reduce or avoid adverse environmental and health effects.

In many cases they invite privatization and demonstrate cooperative approaches
between public and private entities, as well as enCourage alliances amiong bLusiness,

industry, and municipal leader-s

The evicdence in this report points to new dcir-ections in InvesLiiments iaind tchnoiloo-
gy choices that are responsive not only to the goals of Agendal 21 and tile wol-k of the

Commission on Sustainable Development, but also to the 1996 World Conferenice on

Human Settlemenits, HABITAT 11.
As we prepare for the 1995 World Bank ESD conference-on 'Effective Financing

of Environimlentally Sustainable Development-the messages of this forumi on 'The
Business of Sustainable CitLies" are that effective financing is necessary and that tile
options are there for investing in cities in ways that link public anC private institutions.

Such optioins point not to some distant horizon but clown the street and ar-oun1d tile Cor-

ner-to cities that can flourish and to neighborhoods wlher-e people can thl-ive

sinail Scrac'eIldin

Richartd Ba n-eli

Jomi .A'Iatini-Brov '

vii
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1. Welcoming Opportunities
Ismnail Serageldini

By 2025 more than two-thirds of the ment-anid of innovative and successful
developing world's population will live public-private partnerships for manag-

in cities. Seventeen cities of more than 10 ing the urban environmient.
million people will be in developing The problems of the urban environ-

countries. These urban populations will ment are known as the brown agenda:

be straining the limits of ecosystems and urban pollution; inadequate systems of By 2025 more than
existing urban services. The situation is water supply, sanitation, drainage, and two-thirds of the
already dire. Today, 25 percent of urban waste disposal; emissions from large and
dwellers in the developing world do not small industries; inefficient cooking and developing world's
have access to safe water supplies. Fifty heating systems; and polluting transport population will live
percent lack adequate access to sanita- systems. But these are just part of the

tion facilities. By 2000, more than 600 agenda. The full agenda is to meet the In cities
million urban people will suffer from needs of and protect people. Ultimately, Ismail Serageldin
inadequate sanitation and 450 million sustainable cities must function for peo-
from unsafe drinking water. ple-protect their health, provide shelter,

Can the trends in urban growth- and offer opportunities for employment

accompanied by increasing urban envi- and cultural expression.
ronmental problems and assaults on With the cities of the developing

humiian health-be halted or reversed? world projected to triple in size over the
What role does the private sector play in next generation. it is essential that the

promoting sustainable urban develop- world community move from rhetoric

menit? What are the success stories of to action on1 this critical set of issues.
public and private partnerships in man- For counltless millions of kindred souls,

aging the urban environment? What is the the right actions can spell the difference
scope for new partnersh-ips between the between shortenecl, miserable lives

public and private sectors, between and a modicum of decency ancl hope.

national and international institutions Meaningful actions absolutely r equire
and private sector associations? And how the private sector and critically need

can the creativity and innovativeness of innovation.
nongovernmental organizations and the T'his also means that international

private sector be harnessed for the caus- lenders, donors, and development agen-
es of the poor and the environment? cies must examine new ways for nation-

These are some of the questions we al and local institutions to encourage
shall be addressing in this forum on recycling, waste reduction, reuse of

'The Business of Sustainable Cities: materials, and the introduction of renew-

Public-Private Partnerships for Creative able energy sources in the marketplace.
Technical and Institutional Solutions," In addition the instruments of gover-

whichi is cosponsored by the World nance and the processes of mediation

Bank and EarthKind. We shall be con- can engage businesses in efforts to
sidering these questions from the view- ensure that benieficiaries participate more

points of urban development-eniergy, tully and share equitably in the gains of

transport, and solid waste manage- economic progress. Ultimately, planning,



implementation, and management of A corporate social conscience is compat-
transport, energy, and solid waste strate- ible with enlightened self-interest. Envi-

gies must be appropriate for humLlan ronmental responsibility is compatible

health and environmental quality. with profits; in fact, it provides more
There are other critical dimensions. opportunities than constraints. One can

For the World Bank, the idea of environ- do well while doing good.

mentally sustainable development finds People should be the beneficiaries of
its expression in a triangle that, not by development, not its victims. Their active

coincidence, is also the logo for the involvement in the economic develop-
Without the Environmentally Sustainable Develop- ment process is the key to this outcome.

involvement of people mnent vice presidency. One corner of this Their welfare cannot be left to the public
triangle is economic and financial sus- sector alone. Without the involvemenit of

and the support of the tainability; the second, ecological sustain- people and the support of the business

business sector; the ability; and the third, social and cultural sector, the best-intencled governmiient
sustainability. Any proposal, technically programs fail. What is needed are public-

best-intended sound though it may be, must also be private partnerships.

govemment programs judged successful against these criteria. The poor tend to be the hardest hit by

fail. What is needed Projects must be economically and finan- degradation of the urban environment
cially sustainable in terms of economic and the least equipped to protect them-

are public-private development, capital maintenance, and selves. The challenge is to make eco-

partnerships the efficient use of resources and invest- nomic productivity a viable option and to
ments. In this, the business community make empowerment and participation

Ismail Serageldin clearly leads the way; but its leadership is more than empty catchwords.

now also sought to advance ecologically Practical progress is required at three
sustainable solutions that preserve eco- levels. First, public-private partnerships

system integrity; respect the limits of should involve in the project design stage
carrying capacity; and protect species, those affected by transport, energy, and

biodiversity, and natural resources. solid waste management. Second. local

Equally important is the social ancl knowledge needs to be better used in the
cultural equation. This requires the essen- design and implementation of programs.

tial contributions of governan-ce and the Third, there is a need to build capacity to
civil society. Equity, social mobility, social assess social impacts in all three of these
cohesion, participation, empowermnent, sectors. The key for the private sector is

cultural identity, and institutional capaci- to increase the involvement, participa-
ty building are as essential to environ- tion, and empowerment of the poor and

mentally sustainable development as in partnership with government.

economic and ecological concerns. Real progress lies in empowering the
These social dimensions are essential weak and the marginalized to become the

to any concept of environmentally sus- producers of their own welfare, not the
tainable clevelopment, because without recipients of charity or Lhe beneficiaries of
them society becomes dysfunctional and aicl. Partnerships among community

breaks down. In such circumnstances the groups, nongovernmental organizations,

long-term economic, social, and political the private sector, and local government
costs are very high. are essential to advancing this agencla.

The private sector, whether informal This is a challenge that not only must be

or formal, national or transnational, has accepted but in which inspiration can be
major roles to play in these three areas. found. -

2 The Business of Sustainable Cities



2. Keynotes: Old Values, New Visions

Economic and industrial development the full participation of public and pri-

has not been bright for most developing vate organizations and all segments of

countries in the past fifteen years. the population concerned. In this con-

Although economies are beginning to text the participation of municipalities in

improve, in most developing countries- environmental management is becoming

except perhaps those in Southeast Asia- extremely important. Their responsibili- The challenge
stagnation first and moderate growth ties range from policy development and [of clean industry] is
later have been accompanied by contin- institution building to actions to induce
uous concentration of production, popu- the application of clean technologies and to Improve the quality
lation, and resources in urban areas. This the elimination of pollution problems. of life while keeping
concentration has led to deteriorating Environmental problems were dis-
social and physical infrastructure in cussed in depth at the United Nations
developing-country towns and cities. Conference on Human Environment that -Mauricio de Maria
Most of these urban areas contain settle- met in Stockholm in 1972. At that time y Campos
ments of 50,000 to 250,000 people. When clean industry basically meant treating

populations reach 1 million and beyond, waste, emissions, and effluents to mini-

the systems begin to break down. mize their effects. Conventional pollu-

Nineteenth-century philosopher Henry tants generated by industrial processes

David Thoreau said that cities are places were 'neutralized" through end-of-pipe

where millions of people are lonely technology, and industry essentially

together. This is even more true today, as reacted to structural standards and regu-

the twenty-first century approaches. Many lations imposed from the outside. At the

city dwellers do not feel connected to one Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in 1992,

another, to their environments, to nature, clean industry meant preventing pollu-

or to anything else. This is a dangerous sit- tion-precluding production of pollu-

uation. Urban dwellers often see them- tants by industrial processes. Clean

selves as separated and all too frequently industry is now setting the agenda for

become caught in a downward spiral of environmental management. Proactive

poverty, drugs, violence, and despair. In responses are therefore required.

such conditions preserving the environ- The earlier strategy of environmental

ment may seem almost irrelevant. Yet protection in cities was to move indus-

without business that is sustainable in tries from city centers to special areas

cities, urban dwellers will be forever where pollutants would have less effect

caught in a trap of pollution and decay. on daily life. The new model suggests

Clearly, a new approach is required restoring industries to the centers of cities

to improve the welfare and the quality of if possible-through the application of

life of concentrated populations. Such an clean technologies. The challenge is to

approach should include developing a improve the quality of life while keeping

new ecologically friendly industrial cul- industries in the cities.

ture for entrepreneurship that promotes Several factors have contributed to

clean industrial production technology the fundamental change in the definition

and other measures to prevent environ- of clean industry. First, clean industrial

mental pollution. All this presupposes development no longer requires just the

3



protection of environmental quality. It where, particularly in such sectors as
also requires conservation and efficient leather tanning, textile finishing, some
use of nonrenewable resources. in the agro-industries (sugar and coffee pro-

past, industries could waste renewable cessing), and brickmaking.
and nonrenewable resources and not be The challenge is to ensure that the
too worried about pollution problemiis as new era of industrialization, primllarily in

long as they installed pollution abate- cities, will not worsen urban environ-

ment technology and equipment. Now mental deterioration. There is now a
the focus is on sparing use of resources recognition of the new meaning of clean

We are all in the same as well as the impact on environmental industry, marking the shift from cure to

boat, and there is quality. Second, cleaner industriai pro- prevention. Industries are being asked to
duction processes often are less costly to reduce as far as possible the production

no solace in the fact imiiplement, (perate. and maintain over of wastes, wastewater, and emissions and

that it is somebody the long term because of the reduceci only then to treat the (much-reduced)
else' end of the boat costs for raw materials, energy, pollution remaining pollutants before returning

else's end of the boat control, waste treatment, and cleanup, them to the environmiient.

that is sinking and continuect regulatory compliance. INID() and the United Nations
Clean industry is goocd business. Environment Programmiiiie (UNEP), withi

It is not only large-scale industry that support from the Dutclh and Danish gov-
contributes to environmllenital degracia- ernments, are helping to establish seven

tion. The community impact of small and cleaner-production centers in developing

mlediumn-size industries can be ImlUChl countries. The cleaner-production cen-

greater thani that of industrial behe- ters can make an important contribution

Moths. In India, for examplc, morc than to improving the quality of urban life

2 million small enterprises account for through supplying information, assis-

about half the couLntry's industrial output tance, and training. Municipalities can

and 60 to 65 percent of its industrial assist the cleaner-production centers to
pollution.' serve industries in the cities, and the

It can be muchI more difficult to elim- cleaner-production centers can help the
inate this kind of pollution than that of a municipalities nmeet their coimmitmiient to

relatively few large enterprises. Doing so a better urbani environment.
requires investment and technology deci- Cleaner production has the potential

sions that are more complex and often to address environmental concerns while
less accessible. These decisions demand increasing industrial productivity. It
much organization as well as social and requires, however, that all provicders of

political engineering. In Agar. India, envi- technical assistance enter into new part-
roninental issues are a fundamental part nerships with federal and local govern-

of the pioneering program of the L'nited ment policvmakers, industry associations
Nations Industrial Development Organi- and enterprises, and nongovernmenital

zation (WNIDO) to assist 300 small glass- organizations (NGOs). It also requires a
makers in upgrading their technology. return to a pragmatic approach in whiichl
lINIDO is also considering a program to all members of the communitv-public

assist some 300 small foundr-ies that wer-e and private, organizations and inclustries,
told by India's supreme court to clean up big and small-can participate in a part-
or close up. This experience could be nership for development With a clean

applied to small-industry groups eise- face. -

4 The Business of Sustainable Cities



3. Sector Framework and Sectoral Linkages

Development must be not only sustain- or by how much solid waste manage-
able but inclusive of all people-in the melnt can reduce pollution. Each decision

neighborhood, community, city, and in urban management must try to balance
country, and, above all, at the local level. issues of environmental quality, econom-

Each city must be looked at individually ic vitality, cultural values, ancd equity.

in the social and environmental context in The Galifornia Energy Commission lhas Sustainability has
which it has evolved. There is no single developed a program that could help to be inclusive, dealing
blueprint-no master plan-for dealing urban planner-s in developinig as well as

withl the problems of cities in developing industrial countL-ies. Called Planning for with all people
countries. Often, because of the urgency Community Energy, Economic, and Envi- in the locality region,
of meeting the needs of burgeoning ronimenital Sustainability-or PLACES- state, and country
populations, governnments, rmunicipali- this computer-based progralm is a local
ties, and development institutions think decisioniaking tool that links diverse -Gregory Newcomb

about provicding new infrastructure. But if factors such as lancd use, air quality, and

that is done without taking into account energy. PLACES is designed to bring every-
the cultural ancd social history of the city, Olne into the decisionmaking process-

severe social dislocation can result. In residents, city planners, nongovernmental

Jakarta, for example, 60,000 rickslhaw organizations, and others involved (or
operators were put out of work by a planning to be involved) in the commu-
change in transport policV.2 In india, ani- nity, includinig businesses and financial

inal-cdrawn traffic has not been taken into institution1s.

consideration in urban transport policy. l'he progLamll can be used to prolect
even though it could contribute greatly to the possible environmental degradation

the ftuture energy efficiency of cities. That fromii site designs of different densities
said, there are many good practices in and from other possible geographical
each area of urban policymaking (energy, layouts. It looks at the ramifications of

transport, solid waste, and others) that site clesignis for local energy production
can be adapted or transferred from indus- and use as well as the possibility of small-

trial to developing countries and between scale energy development-from pro-
developing countries. )ects that enhanice the distribution system

to those that rely on alternative sources

Power to the People of energy-solar, photovoltaic, and oth-

ers. A municipality that plans to increase

The problem is that local decisionmakers housilng in one part of the city, for exam-
often lack the tools to reliably predict the ple, needs to be awavre of the conse-

outcomiies of their decisions. Or, cleci- quences of' that plan for energy use ancd
sions are handed downi from state or fed- to make clecisions about the type of road-

eral agencies with no consideration of way and transit system to build.

the effects on the city or locality. Yet for Tlhe PLACES programn can give people
each action there are consequences. It is and private businesses some idea of the

not simply a question of wh-at effect most effective orientation of buildings ancl

transport policy will have on city traffic the most effective energy conservation

5



and efficiency measures for those build- under which all employers with more
ings, to make optimum use of energy and than nine employees had to contribute 1
save money. PLACES can go into detail on to 2 percent of their payroll toward ruL1-
issues such as the outcomes of tree plant- ning transit systems.4 That created a

ing. It also can explore such microclimate huge surplus, which is one reason why

concerns as wind patterns and how they the private sector has entered the mar-
affect the way a community ought to be ket. As a result, the supply of public tran-
organized or laid out. sit has increased by at least 50 percent. 5

In France, too, the same authorities are

When a new rail Transitions in Transit in charge of both roads and transit deliv-

transit line is built, ery. For example, in the city of Nancy,
In urban bus and transit services, policy- which has one of the best systems, the

users are expected makers have three broad options. The mayor is president of the intermunicipal

to pay, but when a new first is the system that prevails in the transport syndicates and of the road
United States, where the municipality pro- agency. When the same people are in

road Is constructed, vides services through a local transit charge of these two sectors, they are bet-

road pricing is rarely authority. The second (more prevalent in ter able to strike the right balance

imposed. In developing Europe) is the system of contracting ser- between investments and operating sub-
vices out to operators, either public or pri- sidies, if they are needed.

countries, it is the vate. In France, for example, 90 percent In Zurich each inhabitant uses the

more affluent groups of urban transit operators are private. But tram an average of two times a day
Europe is still something of a moving tar- throughout the year, for 600 trips per per-

that have the free use get.3 Because of the European single mar- son per year.6 With outdated rolling

of that expensive ket, operators in any member country can stock, how is that possible? Because there
infrastructure enter the markets of the other countries. is demand management of the entire

IntraStrUCtUre In the third system, which is really no sys- transport system. That means that trams

-Pierre Laconte tem at all, there is no organizing authori- have priority on the streets. Indeed, many
ty and anyone can enter the market, as in streets are open only to pedestrians,
many African countries. The problem buses, and trams. Moreover, Zurich pro-
with no system is that it can lead to chaos motes the use of the city's tranis and
in city traffic. Even where there is a regu- buses using private firms. For example,
lating authority, open competition can the public transport company launched a
lead to problems. In the United Kingdom, campaign with Nissan urging people to
attempts at deregulation led to buses take the tram or bus to work.
competing at the same stops for the same In Germany, too, tranis play an
passengers going to the same destina- important role in urban transport. All
tions. The result: a massive oversupply on rolling stock for both tramlines and rail-
the busiest routes and undersupply on the ways can run on the same tracks.
less busy. Recently, agreement was reached to

Where are the best practices in urban allow commuter tranis to run on the
bus and transit services to be found? And Amtrak-like infrastructure, and that has
what lessons can developing countries multiplied the use of the rail system by
draw from some of the worst? One exam- five times. As a result, Germany's two
ple of good practice is in public transit biggest rail manufacturers are building
financing in France. In 1972 legislation much lighter engines and rolling stock,
established Vision Transport, a scheme and the cost per seat on these trains
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compares favorably with that on buses. and the death toll on roads is horrendous.
German cities are among the most inno- (In the past ten years in OECD countries

vative in urban transport and public-pri- alone, 1.2 million people died on the
vate partnerships. In many cities formal roads, roughly twice the population of

contracts have been signed by public Washington. D.C.)H When a new rail tran-
transport authorities and private taxi sit line is built, users are expected to pay,

companies. The fine print in the contract but when a new road is constructed, road
can vary, but the principle is the same: pricing is rarely imposed. In developing

passengers can buy a transit ticket that countries, it is the more affluent groups
allows them to take a taxi in off-peak that have the free use of that expensive In the long run, cleaner
hours. infrastructure. There is scope for some production is the most

Another example of good practice is sort of roacd pricing, which might take
Singapore's integrated transport system. account of such costs as land consump- cost-effective way
The system consists of a publicly operat- tioll, pollution, and energy consumption. to operate processes
ed subway and fleets of privately run

buses. How are the two integrated? Waste Not, Want Not and to develop
Passengers buy a (magnetically striped) products
ticket for a fixed amount to cover sever- There are four main issues related to the

al journeys. Each time passengers enter linkages in urban areas between house- - Jacqueline Alois
or leave the subway or ride a bus, they hold and other kinds of waste, such as

pass their ticket through a machine that industrial, commercial, and medical
automatically deducts the cost of the waste. First, hazardous substances are
journey. Because the entire system is increasingly contaminating household

computer-linked, there are no disputes waste. Second, industrial waste is a sort

when it comes to dividing up public and of no-man's-land. City managers expect

private income. industrial firms to manage their own

Even problems can be turned into waste, but in reality they do not. Third,

opportunities. Take a look at Istanbul, when hazardous materials enter an orga-
one of the most overcrowded cities. The nized household collection system, they

municipal authorities built a light rail that can sometimiies create life-threatening

crosses the entire city. A subway was also problemiis. Finally, there is a general lack
planned, but construction ran into trou- of awar-eness of these issues among

ble and is behind schedule. Meanwhile, policymakers and the public.
the city authorities had taken delivery of Before long, half the world's popula-

a string of subway cars. What did they do? tion will live in urban areas, and indus-
They converted the subway cars into trial and commercial activities in cities are

streetcars that run on the transit line. The increasing-all this at a timie that lifestyles
line, whiclh now carries 150,000 passen- and industrial processes are increasingly
gers daily, is extremely profitable.7 dependent on1 chemicals. Thus, produc-

One of the aims of urban transit and ers and users of products are generating
bus services, whether in partnership with increasing quantities of hazardous waste:

private enterprise or not, is to make a inks, paints, solvents, cleaners, lubri-
profit, or at least to recover costs. But cants, surplus pesticicles, empty contain-
what of road traffic, particularly the pri- ers from households, oils from motor

vate automobile? Everywhere, road traf- repair and service ships, adhesives from
fic is increasing, along with congestion, textile and wood-working firms, miLxed
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chemicals and chemical containers from lar city's problems and needs. The first
commercial and school laboratories, step is to identify and quantify the major

drugs and infectious waste from hospitals hazardous elements in the waste stream,
and other medical establishments-the through surveys and sampling. Rapid

list goes on. It is hard to estimate the assessment materials are now readily

share of hazardous waste in the urban available, and UNEP and the World Health

waste stream of developing countries, Organization (WHO) recently produced a
but a recent survey in Alexandria, Egypt. document on the rapid assessment of haz-

found that a third of all waste was indus- ardous waste.
trial and most of it was contaminated." The second step is to evaluate the

One of the problems is that industries in potential impacts of hazardous wastes so
urban areas are small and cannot effec- as to set priorities. A comprehensive
tively manage their owrn waste, even hazardous waste or urban waste manage-
though city managers feel that they ment system-collection, sorting, pie-

should. As a result, nobody is dealing treatment-must be put in place in

with the problemi. partnerslhip with the private sector. Part
When these hazardous wastes enter a of this system should be to identify and,

collection and treatment system designed if possible, eliminiate the hazar-dous waste
for nonhazardous household waste, they at the source-through cleaner produc-

can endanger workers during collection tion. That means conserving raw materi-
and handling. If urban waste is composted als and energy and reducing the quantity

(a practice increasingly used in develop- and toxicity of all emissions and waste
ing countries to recycle precious organic before they leave a process. The goal of

waste for reuse in agriculture), toxic com- cleaner production is to avoid generating

pounds can be added to the soil and con- waste in the first place. In the long run,
taminate the food chain. If incinerated, it is the most cost-effective way to oper-
urban waste can result in air pollution. If ate processes and to develop and pro-

improperly disposed of in landfills, the duce products. At the same time, waste
waste can contaminate the surface and management systems need to separate

ground waters. the toxic waste stream from the nontoxic.

One reason for this perilous state of That means separate collection of such
affairs is the low level of awareness of the items as used oils, solvents, pesticides,
problems among decisionmakers and the and containers, many of which can be

public. Another is the lack of training and recycled.
education among municipal engineers None of these steps will lead any-

for effectively addressing the joint issue wlhere, however, unless public aware-

of household and industrial waste man- ness is heightenecl. People generally litter

agement. Even so, there has been and clump waste because they are
improvement in some countries, mainly unaware of alternative solutions or of the

those in wlhichi regulations have been hazardous conditions that duLmlping cre-

introduced or tightened. ates. Policymakers, too, need to be aware
So, what are the solutions to these of the alternatives, and there must be

problems? As witlh issues in urban trans- more training ancl education for waste
port and energy, there is no general managers and their staff.

recipe. But there is a miLx of ingredients All this has a cost, of course, but so

that can be varied according to a pailicu- does doing nothing, (or which the costs
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are damage to people's health and to the ment that may be of help. Partnlerships

environment and, ultimately, the econo- /br Sustainable Development: The Role of

my. The costs of solutions are local, Business and Inidustry examines sLxteen
national, and global, but they can be partnerships spanning sLxteen countries-
shared through global partnerships. As in from Brazil to the United Kingdom, from
other areas of urban developlm-ent, solid Kenya to the United States.'" It also shows

waste managers in industrial and devel- hlow people come together to define the

oping countries are coming togetlher to environment they want. But these part-

share information, problems, and solu- nerships are not short-term affairs. They

tions. The rub is that many policymakers require commitment and dedication over
in developing countries do noL know years, perhaps decades. They also require

how to start, join, or develop SuChI part- a step-by-step approach to sustainable

nerships. UNEP has published a docu- development. -
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4. Energy: Efficiencies, Effectiveness, Equity

For the past thirty years, developing- plants (and billions more later to repair

country governments and development the environmental damage from these

agencies have clung to the belief that plants). These technologies have been
continually growing energy supplies are available in industrial countries for twen-

necessary to expand industry, provide ty years. They include thermal storage,

Imagine what we jobs, and raise living standards. Today, energy-efficient lighting, distributed gen-

would have achieved this notion of equating energy consuinp- eration systems, variable-speed motors
tion with economic prosperity is under and drives, and electronic controls for

by today, if starting attack. motors and pumps so that they run only

in the nineteenth Since 1960 developing countries have when needed.
more than quadrupled their energy con- The potential savings from these

century with the sumption and doubled per capita use- technologies are enormous. A study by

industrial revolution but at a price. Many countries have been Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory estimates

in steam engines, we left reeling from oil price shocks and are that developing countries could avoid
struggling with foreign debt, yet still face spending $1.7 trillion on new power

had squeezed every severe energy shortages. (More than 2 plants, oil refineries, coal mines, and all

ounce of horsepower billion people still are not connected to the attendant infrastructure by spending
their country's electricity grid.)'" At the S10 billion a year over the next thirty-

out of the wood and same time, energy use lhas caused untold five years to improve energy efficiency

coal bumed instead of damilage to thie environment and to peo- and conservation. A report by the U.S.
ple's healtlh. Witness China, a country Office of Technology Assessment esti-

building more and dependent on coal and coal-fired power mates that by cutting costs and using

biggerpowerplants plants. It is estimated that 14 percent of energy more efficiently, developing
the country (its rain forests, crops, and countries could save almost half their

Charles Condy ecosystems) has been damaged by acid annual electricity production. 12

rain, and its cities have fourteen times the Some country studies are even more
amount of suspended particulates as revealing. In India, for example, there are

cities in the United States. 8 million (mostly old and inefficient) irri-

According to a United Nations study, gation pumps, which consume almost a

if current trends continue, carbon emis- quarter of all the energy produced in the
sions in the developing world will rise country. Replacing them with efficient

from 1.8 billion tons in 1990 to roughly 5.5 motors and pumps would slash electrici-

billion tons in 2025. But that need not be ty consumption in agriculture by half.

so. In fact, by adopting new technologies And the cost of doing that? A penny per

and alternative sources of energy, devel- kilowatt-hour.' 3 Another study shows
oping countries could dramatically alter that energy use in Indonesia could be cut

the future landscape. Demand-side man- by more than 10 percent simply by

agement plans, too, can dramatically cut improving operating procedures.1 4 So,

present and future energy consumption. how do developing countries achieve

With new technologies, developing these lofty goals? First they must adopt a

countries could avoid spending billions of program of energy efficiency and con-

dollars on dirty, smoke-belching power servation and make achieving energy
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efficiency a national priority. Then they Increasingly, solar power is being seen
must apply all the cost-effective renew- as the only means of bringing electricity

able energy technologies possible. to people who might otherwise have to

wait decades before being connected to
Seeing the Light: The Solar Revolution the national grid-in places such as

Nepal, where 90 percent of the people

Alternative and renewable energy sources have no electricity; Zimbabwe, where 90
have a potentially crucial role to play in percent of energy produced goes to
developing countries and in the busi- industry and only 2 percent of rural peo-

ness of sustainable cities. The tech- ple have access to the grid; Sri Lanka, Despite the billions
nology is proven-whether wind power, where nobody lives more than 15 kilo- of dollars
hybrid diesel-photovoltaic systems, grid- meters from a power line but 70 percent
connected photovoltaic power plants, of the population have no electricity; and that development
biomass cogeneration, solar thermal elec- Chlina, where 126 million people have no institutions have
tric plants, household solar hot water, or electricity and energy and environmental
domestic solar electricity. crises loom because of the couLntry's poured Into power

More than 2 billion people around the dependence on coal (box 1) 16" generation in the past
world, most of them living in rural parts The solar revolution is not a priority of decades, the lights are
of developing countries, remain uncon- mzost development officials, but it is

nected to national power grids because it beginning to creep from the countryside going out all over
has been too costly to extend the grids to to the cities. Indeed, the market for solar the developing world
their villages.15 Now, thanks to a growing power in developing countries could be
number of solar rural electrification pro- even greater in urban than in rural areas. as power shortages
jects, more than 1 million of them have In many developing-country cities, half reach crisis proportions
access to enough electricity to power a the residents have no access to power.
few lights, a television, and a radio. Solar They seem prepared to pay more for solar Neville Williams
energy technologies are easy to install. power that works than for subsidized cen-
Moreover, because they are modular, tral power generation that does not.

they can be expanded incrementally to Solar energy production is not only
meet additional heat or electricity re- nonpolluting. It is also the best form of

quirements. For many small-scale appli- energy conservation. If urban house-
cations. solar energy is the most practical holds can get their low-load electricity

and cost-efficient means of providing from neighborhood solar enterprises,

energy. much more conventional power will be

Solar energy can improve the quality available for urban commerce and indus-
of life in villages, helping to stem the flow try, as well as for office blocks and apart-

of urban migration. Solar energy thus ment buildings.
kills two birds with one stone: avoiding Industry will continue to rely on
the costs, both monetary and environ- hydropower and fossil fuels, but it can

mental, of extending power grids to rural also be a strategic ally in alternative ener-
areas, and reducing the pressure on gy planning. Businesspeople well know

already overcrowded cities to provide the cost of electricity and will be the first

electricity, housing, water, and other to endorse cost-effective alternatives as
basic needs for the steady influx of rural they are introduced-first for low-load

migrants. What benefits the countryside domestic applications and later for

benefits the city. commercial and industrial needs.
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-7 But how does the cost of solar energy
Box 1. Bringing energy to China's powerless stack up against conventional power gen-

China badly needs to clevelop new and clean energy sources. Coal currenitly eration? Kilowatt-lhour cost comparisons
accounts for 76 percent of commodity-based energy resources an(l 61 percent are meaningless wthen solar energy pro-
of energy consumlption. Along withi oil, coal accounts for the 600 imietric tons vides reliable power and conventional
of carbon dioxide (10 percent of the world's total) spewecd into China s envi-
ronment each year. The bUrning of coal is also responsible for 87 percent of power generation does not. Centrally sup-
the country's emissions of nitrous oxicle. Ancd althoughl China; mines about 900 plied power from conventional sources
million tons of coal each year, there is a growing gap betweenl eneigy con- often is unreliable in many developing
sLImption and production. That gap could rise to 700 millioni tons of coal countries This happens not because ot
equivalent by 2000.

Unless China clevelops a national energy policy aimed at promoting eco- napptopriate technology but due to
nomic grovwth, raising living standards, and protecting the environmeit, it badly managed government-ownled utili-
faces environmental disaster and an economic slowclown. Since 1980 China s ty systems that lack administrative auton-
economy has been growing at 10 to 14 percent a year, but growth in tile ener- omy and to inadequate revenues resting
gy supply has been much slower, at 4 to 6 plercent a year. As China's popu-*
lation increases (to more than 1.2 b>illion by 2000) and its economy continues trom large subsiclies for electricity that are
to grow, so too will energy demand. Any national energy policy shOul1d focus mandated by the government. For exairi-
on increased energy production, higlIer levels of eneigy efficiency and coI1- ple, ftamilies Without gricl power spend a
servation, and, above all, the clevelopmiient of cleain alternative sources of l
energy. Over the long term, the aim should be for less reliance on fossil fLuels. g

China has been developing clean energy technologies since the early cell batteries to run their radio-cassette
1970s. It began withi solar research and development, then moved into winci p layes at a cost according to energy
biogas, geothermal, and tidal energy. These technologies halve now reached economists, of $60 per kilowatt-hour. lr
the point at which they are considered economically viable, socially accept-
able, and technically appropriate. Solar has the greatest immediate and Jong-
term potential, particularly in Urban areas. Geothermal and wind energy are to themii. Playing their radio is.
limited to specific areas, such as Inner Mongolia, where 120,000 sets of 100- For alternative energy supplies to off-
watt wind generators have sprung up. Biogas, Including the use of urban set urban energy sIortages, three things
waste, needs more researcih.

Solar resources are abundant in China. Some 71.5 percent of the country are needed:
(honme to half the population) is classified as a rich or fair solar zone. * An urban decentralized energy
Northwest China and Tibet, wliere skies are clear for muIcIh of the vear are plan that concentrates on resiclen-
superbly suited to solar energy. Given all these advantages, are governmenits.
municipalities, and the public rushinig to install solar ecquipmlielnt? No Solar tial power supply
energy accounts for only a tiny proportion of China; 's energy use-0.i2 mil- . Independent power production-
lion tons (coal equivalenit) of energy in 1991, or 4/10,000 of all energy used. city by city, town by town, and
Why such low growtlvi neighborhood by neiglllooc-

Attracting large-scale investment into solar manufacturing has proven diffi-
cuit. And without suLfficienlt investment. China s solar energy industry has been through private companies, public-
hard-pressed. to maintain product standards and quality control. whiichi has private joint ventLures, or pLublicly
done little to enhance thie consumer's view of the business. But tie bliggest owned cooperatives or enterprises.
obstacle is that people balk at the high up-front cost of solar energy compared Increased financing from govern-
with conventional sources. One answer to that may be revolvinig crecit funds.

In thie past few years the Solar Electric Light Fund, a Washington, D.C.-based c ments and multilateral institutiolns.
NGO (dedicated to bringing solar electricity to (ievelopinig countries, established According to the World Bank, solar
a revolving credit fuLid to promote the widespread use of solar technology In energy can, in principle, supply
Gansu and other provinces of western China. Funds from international (level-
opment agencies (such as the United Nations Development Programme, the five to ten times the total electrici-
World Bank, and the Global Environment Facility) and donations from other ty demand ot developing countries
international and domestic sources will be channeled into this find. Chinese today wlhile using less land than is
farmers and herdsmen may purchase houseliold solar systems on credit. The currently used by hydroelectric
user makes only a small down payment, followed by annual installments that
are no more than would otherwise be spent on kerosene or candles. The projects. But Bank financing "in the
money from down payments and installments is plowed back into the fund pipeline" for solar and renewable
and then made available to others to purchase systems. forms of energy is less than 1. 5 per-

Sotirce: Anhua Wang, presentation on alternative energy options. cent of its energy sector lending.
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Thailand and Demand-Side plan. This plan, wlhich runs from 1993 to
Management 1997, is expected to recluce peak demancl

by 238 megawatts and to reduce energy

In some of the faster-growinig economies, consumliption b3y 1,427 gigawatt-hours.

runaway energy consumption has begunll The sLx-part plan covers:

to threaten economic growth. The gov- * Residential sector These programs
ernments of these economies increasingiv focus on increasing the efficiency
are looking to demand-side managenment of' residential lighting and home
to curb soaring energy demand while con- appliances, such as refrigerators

tinuing to encourage economiiic grovvth. anc air conditioners. Solar power does not
Thailand achieved growth while giving * CGommiercial,,goz1crnm771enit, andctstate work too well in theory
virtually no consideration to energy effi- eliteiprise sectors. At the core of

ciency or conservation, other than throughi these programs are retrofitting elec- but is working very
pricing policies. But now the Thai gov- trical equipmiient for office buildings well in the real world,
ernment is taking toughl measures to keep and promoting the design of ener-
energy demand under control, including gy-efficient maodein buildings and thank you
demand-side man-agemielnt. the use ol therimial energy storage Neville Williams

ElectLricity demand in I'hailand has rather than conventional chillers.
doubled over the past seven years and * IncUstrial sector Because miotors
now stands at almost 10,000 megawatts account for mIluchl industrial conI-

a year. According to the Electricity Gen- suLm1ption, two programs will pro-

erating Autlhority of 'I'hailand, power mote high-etficiency m1otors and
needs will increase by at least 1,000 variable-speed drives. Efficiency

megawatts a year between 1992 and testing facilities also will be set up.

1996, requirinig a total investment in new Locad man7acgement schemes. These

power plants of about $10 billion. This include load control foi resicdential
figure represents a staggering 60 percent and comimlercial air conditioning,

of Thailand's foreign clebt ceiling, leav- new standarcis lor the clesign of
ing too little for other muchi-needecl pro- electrical systemis for buildings,
jects such as roads, hospitals, schools, and a study on1 electricity pricing,

water treatment, and environmental suchi as tilmie-of-day rates.
management. . Education campaigns. The public

The governmen-t wants to reduce will be educated about energy effi-

growtlh in energy consumption from 13 ciency througlh clemonstrations for
percent a year to less than 10 percent." schoolchiildren and cooperation

To achieve this goal, it embarked on an among government agencies, the

ambitious conservation plan (whichl was private sector, and the mass media.
to be implemiiented through the 1992 . Evaluation and monitoring. Using
Energy Conservation Promotion Act). customer participation, the electrici-

The government also issued a policy ty authority will moniitor savings
directive to the electricity authority to f'romil the programiis, and use the

develop a demand-side managemiient results to fine-tune the programiis. -
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5. Transport: Getting There ... at What Cost?

Many publicly owned urban transport But not all municipalities and cities
systems in developing countries are opt for total privatization of their buses.

breaking down. Because of a lack of Indeed, some cities are tailoring their
investment and maintenance, such sys- partnership with the private sector to suit
teins (buses, subways, streetcars, ancl their particular needs. Sao Paulo is a case

In Sao Paulo urban railways) are dirty, inefficient, and in point.

$5 billion is lost unreliable, as well as economic liabilities.
At the same time (and in part because of Sio Paulo Looks to the Future

yearly because the poor state of public transport), road

of deficiencies traffic steadily increases. This is perhaps Sao Paulo is already one of the world's
the biggest single problem in urban areas megacities, with a growing population of

in the urban everywhere. More traffic means more more than 10 million. The city is served

transport system congestion, pollution, noise, and deteri- by 10,000 buses (carrying 150 million
oration of city streets, buildings, and pub- passengers a month), a subway, and an
lic places-not to mention more traffic urban railway. In addition, more than I
accidents. million cars a day choke the streets.

Having failed as urban transport man- For years, Sao Paulo's transport sys-
agers, many governments are searching tems have been hard-pressed to keep up
for new ways to bring in the private with population growth and the increase
sector. But that decision begs many ques- in road traffic (400,000 more cars each

tions. What form should that partnership year). According to the Sao Paulo
take-public ownership with private Municipal Transportation Authority, defi-

operation, or outright privatization? ciencies in the transport systems cost the

Should urban bus transport be treated the city $5 billion a year in passengers' lost

same as urban railways? Will commer- working hours due to delays, low fuel
cialization or privatization increase the efficiency, traffic accidents, and environ-
quality, regularity, and reliability of ser- mental damage.

vices? Will it mean more investment? The The public bus service lost $46 mil-

answers depend on the urban setting. lion in 1992.19 Roughly one-third of its

Privatization is straightforward where 3,000 vehicles were not only off the road
services can be provided competitively, but beyond repair.2 " Seventy percent of
Many urban bus services, for example, the city's passengers were already served

have been wholly privatized. In Buenos by private companies, so privatization
Aires, Argentina and the Republic of seemed appropriate. However, Sao Paulo

Korea bus transport has been in private clid not privatize. Instead, it opted for an
hands for years and has been running innovative partnership with private
quite efficiently. In Buenos Aires some investors.

250 private companies operate 15,000 In 1993 tenders were invited to pro-
buses and carry 10 million passengers a vide bus seivices to passengers under an
day. In Sri Lanka deregulation led to arrangement in which the public authori-
rapid growth in the number of private ty retains control of finances. Passengers

bus operators. pay the public transport authority, which
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in turn pays the contractor according to ("unbundled") along geographical lines

costs. Eighteen companies were awarded or by type of service.

contracts. By 1989 Argentine Railways was in

There are also plans to introduce dire straits. It was losing money heavily,
road corridors exclusively for buses and and government subsidies as high as I

to install 10,000 electronic turnstiles, all percent of GDP (or 9 percent of the pub-

privately financed. Although it is still too lic sector budget) were needed to keep it
early to judge. the Municipal Trans- operating. 2 ' Sixty percent of its 35,000

portation Authority forecasts that mea- kilometers of track was in poor shape,
sures now implemented and planned and 60 percent of its trains and 45 percent
will reduce the system's operating costs of its cars and other rolling stock were out

to 50 percent of the 1992 level. It also of service.2 2 Argentine Railways was mas-

expects that the introduction of express sively overstaffed. Revenues covered only
lanes and bigger buses (which will mean 60 percent of the wage bill for its 92,000

fewer buses) will increase speeds and workers, and on some urban lines half the

reduce air and noise pollution, improv- passengers did not pay their fares 23

ing the health of people and quality of Moreover, market share had hit bottom.

life in Sao Paulo. Traffic in all three areas of Railways' busi-

ness (freight, intercity, and commuter traf-
Unbundling Railways in Buenos Aires fic), was less thian half that of tlhirty years

ago.2 4 Railways carried less than 10 per-

Unlike urban bus systems, urban railways cent of all freight and less than 6 percent
and subways do not easily lend them- of city passengers. 25 Taxicabs were carry-

selves to total privatization. There can be ing more passengers daily (800,000) than

but one operator, and to avoid the abuse the subway (750,000).2"
of monopoly power, authorities usually The government had two options. It
wish to control the operation. That is why could let the system grind to a halt in
many have turned to concessions or leas- approximately five years, or it could
ing arrangements with the private sector. unbundle and restructure the services and

Such arrangements also eliminate the bring in private capital. Outright privati-
need for a regulatory authority, since the zation did not seem viable because

regulatory requirements are spelled out privatization plans could languish in

in the contract. Congress and Railways could be beyond

In many developing countries there is saving. Concessions or franchises seemed
a single owner and operator (a state- the only answer.

owned enterprise or government agency) Operational responsibility for many

of all rail systems-city subways, com- services was transferred to the private

muter railways, intercity networks, and sector through concessions, loss-makers
freight. Too often, these are overstaffed were closed down, intercity passenger

and inefficient operations, generating services were transferred to local gov-
heavy losses that require heavy subsidies ernments, and surplus assets were sold.
and losing market share. No single private Through an adjustment loan, the World

company is comfortable investing in such Bank supported the early reforms by
monoliths. Thus, before the private sector financing the severance pay of some

will participate, state-owned operations 30,000 railroad workers; in all, the work
have to be split into components force has been cut by 72,000.27
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Eventually, fewer than 20,000 people remain in service because of the project-

were woriking for the railways in public ed high growth in passenger and freight

and private companies. movenment in the city, whiclh road trans-

Five freight concessions and seven port would not be able to handle. The

suburban concessions-including the government also recognized that it would

Buenos Aires subway-were granted. It have to pay a transitional subsidy to the

was deemaed crucial thaL the subway private operators of the commuter and

subway lines. The subsidy, to be phased

Box 2. Will the electronic car take to the road? l out over seven years, will total $1.2 bil-

lion, but official estimates put investmen-t
Should automobile technology be concentrating on new and better ways to by the private operators over the next ten
reduce carbon emissions7 Or should it be developing what some call the elec-
tronic car, powered by electricity and made of advanced super-lightweight years at $1.5 billioni 2
and super-strong (carbon-fiber-based) materials? The new operators estimate that com-

There have been huge strides in reducing emissions in industrial countries muter traffic will clouble in the next ten
in the past twenty years, but according to the U .S. Environmental Protection years and that subway traffic will increase
Agency vehicles are still responsible for more than 80 percent of carbon
monoxide pollution and 44 percent of nitrous oxide emissions.* Urban air qual- by 60 percent. Traffic has grown by about
ity has improved, but many cities still fall short of legislated air qualitv stan- 15 percent on the lines already trans-
dards, particuLarly in developing countries where there are minimal, if any. ferred. Revenues on some lines have skv-
emission controls. Even with fuirther technological advances over the next ten
years, it is unlikely th1at all harmful and polluting emissions will be eliminated. rocketecl. On the Belgrano South line

The basic technology of cars has changed little since Hienry Ford rolleC they are up 97 percent, and most pas-
hiis Model T's off the production lines in 1910. The motor car is still steel-hod- sengers are paving their- fares.`9

ied, it is still driven by the internal combustion engine, and it still loses 85 If the privatization of Japan's nation-
percent of the gasoline it guzzles in waste heat. But will the electronic car
ever replace it? al railway is any guide, the future of

Th1e electronic car, wlhichi is particularly well suited to urban driving, is unbundledc rail services in Argentina
being developed down two paths-the battery-driven car and the electric could be bright. In Japan the gains from
hiybrid. Battery-powered cars now have a range of onlv 80 to 100 miles, but
that may double in the next few years. Rather than storing all the energy need- unbundling were enormous. Freight vol-
ed in a battery. the hybrid has a small on-board engine (an advanced diesel umes, wlhicih were falling before re-
or two-stroke engine or a small gas tirbine) and generator. Its emissionis structuring, have risen, and rising unit
would be extremely low, and its efficiency levels more than twice those of costs have fallen.
today's automobiles. Moreover, these cars incorporate regenerative braking.
Every time a driver hits the brakes, the generator is engaged and electricity
is produced to charge the battery. In urban driving, wh1ich1 is usually in fits Getting the Prices Right:
and starts because of congestion, that is a b)ig bonus. The Dutch Model

One hurdle to developing the electronic car is the lack of investment.
Another is the resistance of the world's big carmakers. But some policy Inea-
sures may be changing that. In California, for example, 2 percent of all cars But whether these public-private part-
sold in 1998 will have to produce no emissions at all-that is, they will have nerships will yield the expected benefits
to be battery-run. That figure will rise to 10 percent by 2003. New York and in Argentina remzains to be seen. Such
Massachusetts have adopted similar standards, and other states are consider- arrangements should not be viewed as a
ing doing the same.

What does all this mean for developing countries and their cities? It is hard panacea for urban transport problems.
to say, but policymakers may be asking themselves a few questions. Should Privatization and commercialization can
their countries be developing an internal-combustion-powered car industry imuprove the financial position of the pub-
based on steel (and investing in oil refineries and all the rest of the automrotive
infrastructure) when industrial countries may be about to move in quite a dif- lic tra nd increase invest-
ferent direction? Many of the companies developing the alternative technolo- ment. They can also lead to less
gies are seeking partnerships not only to develop the cars but also to proCluice investment. Services can improve, or thev
them, particularly in the fast-growing car markets of Asia and Latin America. can deteriorate. Fares can increase and

'From Dale McKinnon, presentation on innovations in emissions. sencd passengers fleeing for the exit.
Source: Christopher Flavin, presentation on innovation in emissionls reduction. In Eastern Europe, for example, fare
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increases accompanied the commercial- transport economists think that regarcl-
ization of public transit systems, in part less of who operates subway ancl coin-
because of rising energy prices. The muter lines, urban traffic will continue to
result was a rapid decline in the passen- increase and continue to destroy the

gers and freight carried and a shift to road urban environment andl afflict public
transport, which raises a fundamental health (box 2).

question about the privatization of urban Some suggest the DutcIh model as a
transport systems. Will private sector solution. In the Netherlands railways,
involvement do anything to halt (or even streetcars, subways, and bus lines all

reverse) the increase in road traffic? operate with heaxy subsidies, while road
The problem is that road users are users are increasingly heavily taxed. Is

heavily subsidized. Road users do not this the way forward towarcl an environ-

pay the full cost of building roads nor of mentally sustainable transportation sys-
maintaining them. Until they do, some tem? The jury is still out. -
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6. Waste or Valuable Resource?

Solid waste management in most devel- Solid wastes are usually defined as all

oping countries is the responsibility of nonhazardous solid or semisolid materi-

the municipal sanitation department. It als discharged by homes, industry, and
is one of the most expensive services commerce, as well as from public streets,

that towns and cities provide. Adequate drains, and open spaces. Increasingly,
services can consume up to 2 percent of urban waste is becoming contaminated
gross national product, and even inad- by hazardous materials, not only from

equate services can eat up 20 to 50 industry but also from hospitals, homes,
percent of city revenues. 3 1 Moreover, and research and school laboratories.

municipalities typically collect only 50 Broadly, solid waste management can

to 70 percent of solid waste and all too be split into two activities: collection and

often fail to dispose of it in an environ- disposal. Within these areas are many
mentally safe way.31 options for private sector involvement-

Many cities in developing countries througlh contracts, fianchises, conces-
cannot keep pace with urbanization, pop- sions, or outright privatization (with some
ulation growth, and the increasing gener- government regulation). In almost every
ation of garbage. In 1964 Gabarone. cleveloping-countly city and town, the

Botswana, had a population of 3,855. private sector can collect urban solid
Rapid growth in commerce and industry waste more cheaply and more efficiently

swelled the population. The city had than can public authorities. Waste dispos-

planned for a population that would grow al, whichi has large externalities and

to 120,000 by 2000. But today, Gabarone economies of scale, calls for more direct
has 180,000 residents and generates government involvement. But even in dis-

almost ninety tons of solid waste each posal, there is plenty of scope for collab-
day, compared with thirty to forty tons in oration through metropolitan or regional
1985-89.32 entities operated under contract with the

Most cities fall woefully short of private sector, as in Caracas, Sao Paulo,
equipment and facilities to meet the and other cities in Latin America.

growing need for solid waste manage-

ment. Even where investments have been Private Sector Preference
made, it is often only a few years before
services degenerate because of lack of What does the private sector have that

spending on repair and maintenance. Of the public sector does not? Perhaps most
the forty garbage trucks purchased in imiportant is management flexibility. In

Conakry, Guinea, in 1988, for example, refuse collection, for example, the public
only eleven were in operation five years sector is often overstaffed, with older
later.33 Of the thirty trucks bought in Dar workers who are less productive-and

es Salaam, Tanzania, in 1987, only three even ghost workers, who never put in an
were still on the road in 1 9 9 2 .3 Given the appearance. (In one African nation ghost

many failed investments, governments workers make up an estimated 20 per-
and development specialists are turning cent of the public sector work force in

to the private sector for solutions. refuse collection.)3 5 The private sector, by
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contrast, hires according to performance been few and far between. Why have pri-
and need, often using casual and contract vate investors shunned solid waste man-
workers and relying heavily on overtime agement? What are the prospects for

to boost productivity. Many municipali- rekindling private sector interest in solid

ties, however, are committed to using waste management? And what form
full-time staff, with little flexibility. In should private sector participation take?
Bogota, Colombia, refuse collectors
worked a daily shift of only 6.5 hours, Why Private Firms Balk
which was one of the prime reasons for
privatizing garbage collection.3 6 Among the biggest deterrents to private The cost of solid

Freedom from red tape is another big sector involvement in solid waste man- waste systems
plus for private operators. If a vehicle agement are a slew of hidden costs, rang-
breaks down, a private firm is free to ing from the high cost of capital to import in developing
repair it immediately or to rent another duties on equipment and bribes, which countries ranges
truck. Not so for many municipal sanita- local governments and municipalities do
tion departments. In many cities obtain- not have to pay. from 0.5percent
ing approval for spare parts purchases Interest rates on local-currency bor- to 2 percent of GDP
can take two or three weeks. 3 7I Every rowings for the solid waste business are Sandra Cointreau-Levine
check for spare parts must be signed by high. In one Caribbean nation, for exam-
the local government treasurer, which ple, the cost of capital to private firms

makes for more delays; even minor was roughly 60 percent a year in 1993,

repairs can take up to two weeks; and compared with the 43 percent paid on
trucks (even new ones) are often canni- treasury notes.39 This discrepancy is not

balized to keep the others running. untypical. Such differences can be found
In many Latin American countries in many countries. Most private compa-

high turnover of professional and skilled nies report paying rates 40 to 100 percent

staff is a problem in public sector waste higher than the interest paid on treasury
management. In some countries profes- notes." On short-term loans, private
sionals are often political appointees and firms pay as much as 90 percent, com-

rarely stay in their positions for more than pared with the rates of less than 40 per-
two years. Private firms are better able to cent that local governmiients can obtain.4"
maintain continuity of professional staf'f. Only a few countries exempt solid
For one thing, they usually pay more. waste management equipment from

Private sector supervisors may be paid up import duties. Most do exempt such
to three times more than government imports from customs duties for local

supervisors. One Asian city pays private governments but not for private firms. As
sector drivers 25 percent more than their a result the capital costs of private com-
public sector counterparts.38 panies in the country can be 45 percent

Private firms have some clear advan- higher.4 2

tages over government-run services and, Private firms also bear hidden costs in
if done properly, privatization can save the form of bribes. In one country, for
municipalities money and make a profit example, a private firm trying to get a con-
for the private firm. In the past, however, tract (or payment on an existing one) has
private investors have been reluctant to to employ a 'skater"-someone who
put money into solid waste management. skates the papers or bill from desk to desk

And where they have, successes have to obtain the necessary approvals. For
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smnall firms, these and other costs of cor- competing private companies and per-

ruption can amount to 5 to 10 percent of haps the local authlority. Places as differ-
a contracts value; for larger firms with big- ent as Bogota, Colombia. and Phoenix,
ger contracts, they can top 30 percent i3 Arizona, have adopted this approach,

Governmiients and mIunicipalitics might which appears to work well. The cities
not be able to eliminate some of these hicl- are divicled into refuse collection zones,

den costs, but they must take theml into with collection service in some of themii
accoun1t if they want the private sector to awarded tlhrouglh contracts to the private

participate in solid waste managem1lent. sector and coverage in others retained by

Unless agreements, contracts, and fran- the local authorities.
chiises allow operators to make a decent Contracts or franchises involving
profit. there will be no private sector investment in vehiicles should run for a

involvemiient. millilllum of five years, and those involv-

ing investment in facilitLies, SuCI as incin-
How to Do It Right: Competition, eration plants, for at least ten years.
Transparency, Accountability Shorter periods leacd to h-igher prices

because contractors are forced to clepre-

In the riglht environment, private sector ciate over periocds slhor-ter than the

participation can meani highler productiv- asset's economic life. If the private sec-
ity per worker and per vehicle To tor has limited capacity to invest in solid

maximiiize those gains, contracts and con- waste management. low-cost borrowing
cessions must be awarded through coIml- thlroughl subsidized credit lines could be
petitive tendering, which is transparent arranged. Alternatively, tthe contract

ancl accountable. But sometimes what couldI be extended beyoncd the standard

appears to be competitive requires a clos- depreciation period. For example, wh-ien

er look. One city in Asia has fourteen pri- low-cost borrowing is possible, the loan
vate sector garbage collectors whio were foI a garbage truck would match its

able to renew their contracts year after depreciation perioc, typically five years.
year, despite competitive bicdcling. More- But whleni such borrowing is not avail-

over, all the bids fell within a narrow able, the contract shIould be extended to

range (differing by only about 1 percent), seven or eiglht years to allow a longer
and several of the companies were payback period.

owned by the same people."4 A city in Performance terms need to be care-

Africa awarcleci a contract for a pilot fully and clearly spelled out in the con-

refuse collectioll project not to the lowest tract. Vagueness may mean problemiis

ancl most experienced bidder but to a firm further down the road. Many contracts

whose bicl was $300,000 higher. The dif- simply require cleaning' the zone, wh ich

ference virtually eliminated the savings is meaningless. Contracts shoulcd specify
forecast from private sector involvement. the quantity and frequency of waste col-

Successful private sector involvement lection. They should also include envi-
also requires contracts that are long ronmental requirements, such as covering

enough to allow depreciation of invest- each load witlh a tarp, and set standards
ment, large enough to allow economies for worker safety protection, including
of scale, and competitive enouglh to provision of gloves, boots, and uniforms.

encourage efficiency. Moreover, the ser- The key control point of the solicl

vice should be divided among several waste system is the unloadling. To monitor
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the performance of public services comn- vate sector will have to bear (including
pared withi private in urban areas, records clebt service, insurance, registration, fair

of all load volumes and weights are essen- wages and benefits for workers, uniforms

tial. To keep such records, a separate and protective gear-, and marketing) and
monitoring office within local govern- still allow an acceptable profit margin.

ment may be necessary, or, as in Bogota, Private sector firms also need to detail

a private consulting firm could be hired. hidden costs and seek contingencies for
All private sector waste collectors and increases in those costs over whicih they

transporters should be charged a tipping have no control-for example, wheni
fee at their unloading point. Clandestine labor and fuel costs are controlled by
dumping has to be outlawed, with rigor- government.
ous entforcement of the law. Some munlicipalities in developing

Private sector involvemient in waste coulitries are leery of tying themliselves

manageimenit also requires m unLicipal intc) a ten-year (or even five-year) con-

strenigthieninig. Local govermiients need tract wit]lout somile evidence that resi-

technical assistance and training to pre- dents-and p ublic finances-will be
pare comprehensive and secure contracts better off. It is Imilportanlt to proceed withi

and estimates, and to monitor service caution. Ilrivatizationl is not a panlacea,

cleliverv. \'ery often, training is needecd tbut with competitioni, accountability,
on the technical aspects of solid waste ancd transparency at each step, solid
management and on procureinent proce- waste managemilent in most developing

dures. Wthen preparing estimates for countries can be carried oLut more effi-

tendering, the governmient needs to care- clentlv and more cheaply by the private

fully consider the full costs that the pri- sector. U
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7. Global Partnerships:
Incentives and Impediments
Think globally, act locally-these are the ships are independent and nonprofit,
watchwords of a new breed of trans- they can neutralize the mistrust that often

national organization that aims to quicken exists among the various players.
the pace of environmentally sustainable Moreover, most NGO partnerships are

development and of improvement in the narrowly focused. They do not try to be
From my perspective well-being of city dwellers in developing all things to all people. One may con-

sustainable countries. Although global partnerships centrate on spreading the word on good
can take many forms, they are essentially city management, another on the best

development invalves international networks of local partner- way to involve small entrepreneurs in

four dimensions, ships under the umbrella of an indepen- municipal services.
dent, nongovernmental organization. The Are such partnerships the way to

and none can be partners include local people and com- speedier development? Most are but a

sacrificed for the other: munity organizations, the private and few years old. However, new approach-

social equity public sectors, and sometimes develop- es are needed if there is to be rapidsoment agencies, research centers, and the improvement in urban environments.

ecological integrity media. Besides involving the private sec- Clearly, conventional solutions cannot do

a new economic tor (especially the small entrepreneur) in it on their own. The $100 billion to $150
the development process, most of these billion invested annually by developing

paradigm, partnerships seek to transfer successful countries in infrastructure is far short of

and participation innovations and workable practices from what is needed, and foreign aid is unlike-
one culture or country to another. ly to fill the gap in the near future.4$ The

-Alicia Barcena Some global partnerships see them- former planning director of Sao Paulo,

selves as the missing link between Jorge Wilheim, estimated that it would

transnational and multinational corpora- cost the equivalent of thirty years of the
tions and the transnational and multilat- city's annual budget to correct deficien-

eral agencies of governments, the United cies in the physical ancl social infrastruc-
Nations, and the World Bank. Private ture.4 " And time is on nobody's side. The
business stimulates a massive flow of world, especially the developing world,
ideas and knowledge around the globe, is becoming increasingly urbanized.

but grassroots leaders and community From 1950 to 2050 the urban population

organizations trying to solve urban prob- of developing countries is expected to

lems often have no way of knowing what grow from 200 million to 3.15 billion,

has worked elsewhere. Global partner- almost four times the projected urban
ships of nongovernmental organizations population of industrial countries in

bridge that information gap. 2050.

All too often, grassroots organizations
are seen as parochial and narrow- Partners in Grime
minded, governments as corrupt and
bureaucratic, the private sector as moti- Global partnerships tend to share the
vated by greed, and academics as same view of urban development. First,

denizens of ivory towers who know little that most urban institutions are weak.

of the real world. Because NGO partner- and that past government policies and
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programs have often made the situation first among border towns. The association
worse, not better. Second, that few pro- is helping the town to develop, imple-

jects succeed without early involvement ment, staff, and provide enforcement for
of people and communities; lip service to a program to provide pretreatment capa-

participation is not enough. Third, that bilities to the inaquiiladoras.

some of the best ideas and innovations Essentially, the association is in the
come from local experience-from the business of transferring the best practices
people, community groups, and small- in city management to developing coun-

scale enterprises. And fourth, that more tries. For that purpose, it has set up an
could be done to involve the private sec- international municipal management We must be
tor in general, and the small entrepreneur institute in Tempe, Arizona, whicth cov- cheerleaders to raise
in particular. ers such things as public works, finance

One global partnership that tries to and budgeting, service delivery, organi- the enthusiasm
address some of the institutional weak- zation, administration, conmmunity rela- of environmental
nesses in urban management is the tions, citizen participation, and local
U.S.-based International City/County economic development. managers because
Management Association, an association theirs is a very difficult
of professionals, city managers, direc- How to Replicate and thankless task
tors, and others interested in promoting
better local government. Although the The notion of replicating or amending -Troy A. P. Davis
association dates to 1914, only in the and then transferring (locally, nationally,

past six years has it become international or internationally) proven practices and
(at the request and with the help of the successful innovations is not new. In

U.S. Agency for International Develop- agriculture and rural development,

ment), providing technical assistance to replicability has long been one of the
developing-country municipalities. The standards by which projects are judged.

great strength of this partnership is that What is new is the application of the idea

many of its members are urban manage- to urban problems.
ment practitioners; thus, it is more Agricultural problems are often pecu-
readily accepted by city managers in liar to certain soils, types of agriculture,

developing countries. or climate zones. In urban development
Its first program, a pilot, provided the problems and solutions are far more

administrative and technical assistance similar-whether in Los Angeles or

to strengthen local governments in Mexico City, wlhether in solid waste or

Honduras. Programs have since spread to transport. These similarities engender

other countries, including Botswana, much greater scope in urban manage-
Mexico, and countries in Central Europe ment for replicating and transferring

and the former Soviet Union. The associ- innovations among cities in industrial and
ation is providing technical assistance to developing countries. That was part of

Nuevo Laredo, a town just south of the the thinking behind the Mega-Cities
U.S.-Mexican border that is home to many Project. It concentrates on the twenty-
maquiladoras-the mainly U.S.-owned three cities that are expected to have pop-

manufacturing and assembly plants. With ulations of at least 10 million by 2000.
joint U.S.-Mexican funding, Nuevo Laredo Most of these are in developing countries.

is building a 50-million-gallon-a-day The Mega-Cities Project created a
wastewater treatment plant, one of the global partnership to move from the
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present city to the possible city. It begins change and a commitment to the pro-

not with problems, but with what has ject's success if local people are kept
worked and wlat can be replicated The informed and treated as intelligent

Mega-Cities Project differs from tradi- human beings. In Madras, for example, a
tional information exchange in that it partnership called City Services involved

acts as a catalyst for social change and everyone in decisions on a proposed

policy transformation. It incorporates water recycling plant. Even though no
the four conditions that, according to industrial process in Madras needs fresh

John Kingdon, are necessary for press- water, industry was swallowing up 40
Problems are so often ing problems to reaclh the public policy percent of the city's fresh water, a gross

linked with city size agenda. 7 First is a political window of misallocation of resources. When the
opportunity-new elections, new coIII- problem was explained and a possible

and management mission, new mandate, and so on. solution offered, people accepted the

capacity that in many Second is favorable public opinion for project much more readily.
action on the issue. Third is a tried and City Services was set up by the Swiss-

ways Bombay tested solution to the problen. Ancl based Business Council for Sustainable

New York City, fourtLh is a broker to link the solution Development and the United Nations

Rio de Janeiro, and and the decisionmakers. Development Programme. Together they
Environmental resources may be identified three areas of urban infrastruc-

Shanghai have more scarce in cities and financial resouL-ces ture with pressing problems-water,

in common even scarcer, but there are humani waste, and energy. City Services reckoned
resources in abundance. The Mega-Cities that many small-scale private sector pro-

with one another Project sees the world's cities as labora- jects never got off the ground because not

than with the smaller tories for the niext generation of urban enough effort was being put into the ear-
innovations, which will be disseminatecd liest stages of the project cycle. Small

citles and towns in a four-way flow. For example, a tree entrepreneurs had neither the time nor

in their own countries planting project began in Rio de Janeiro, the money for long prefeasability discus-
where for the first time the nuinicipality sions with mayors and city departments

- Janice E Perlman paid w orkers for self-help. The scheme about the possibility of delivering services

was transferred from Rio to Jakarta and through the private sector, about the

then to Los Angeles. Indeed, the first question- of tariffs and fees, and so on.
transfers of innovations were from devel- This is precisely what City Services does:
oping to industrial countries. it packages municipal projects for the

Like the Mega-Cities Project, most small businessperson.
global partnerships have adopted a
bottom-up approach-getting people, Too New, Say Some
neighborhoods, and community groups
to identify needs and participate in solu- So why, if global partnerships bold so

tions. Apparent solutions to urban prob- much promise, are there not more of
lems often fail if they are imposed from them? One of their strengths is also a

outside (wlhether by governiment, devel- weakness-their independence. Because

opment banks, or others) rather than they are not lobbyists or a club for big

demanded from witlhin. Real participa- business, and probably because they are
tion in decisionmaking frequently leads new, large companies are reluctant to

to grassroots innovations. Invariably, support theim. Similarly, they are not the

there is quicker local acceptance of pet projects of any particular government,
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and no national government provides great pressure to deliver the goods in a
funding. Another problem stemming from timeframiie that would be acceptable to

their youth is that they have not yet private sector firms.

fostered a spirit among memiibers of None of these are issues of bacl faith,

belonging to a global network or family- incompetence, or even unwillingness.

working locally but developing relation- They run more deeply. They are issues of

ships withl people in other countries and organization and structure-and they
a willingness to learn from them. All that must be addressed if these new organi-

may change when these new organiza- zations are to be given a chance to devel-

tions become more established and suc- op their potential. As one pioneer of Involving the people
cessful, but some partnerships see a more global partnerships wrote is not an impediment
serious impediment to their develop-
ment-institutional inertia, in both the Throughout history, cities have been the cru- to progress; it may be
public and the private sectors. cibles of culture and the source of major a precondition

Administrative bureaucracies tend to advances In civilizations. The boldness of
be process-driven, not objective-driven. our quest for deliberate social change and to progress
That is the real problem. Rules and the transformation of urban practices (from -J. Hugh Faulkner
processes make it difficult for these insti- the neighborhood level all the way to the
tutions to form partnerships with organi- city, national, and intemational levels) is at
zations trying to do something innovative. the heart of whether we continue to project
In short, there is a very low threshold for nlneteenth-century solutions into tomor-
risk-taking in some institutions. Moreover, rows world, or finally make the leap into the
there is little sense of urgency. There is no twenty-first century48 U
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8. The World Bank's Perspective:
Pitfalls and Prospects
In a final sessionz three senior World Banik it damages that natural resource. Simply

officials offered the Bank's perspective on shifting to kerosene for cooking would

public-private partnersbips in enzergy, improve energy efficiency by a factor of
transport, and solid waste management eight to ten and eliminate the danger to

as an ansswer to sectoral and cross-sec- health. However, in most developing
toralprohlemrs. TrevorByerspoke on? ener- countries, this would incur significant for-
gy, Richard Barrett on transportation, eign exchange costs.

and Carl R. Bartone on? solid w!aste. Some speakers implied that the devel-

oping world could achieve close to zero

Energy growth in energy use if demand-side

management and investment in energy

One of the biggest environmeintal prob- efficiency were stepped up substantially.

lems facing cities in developing as well That is not a vision that the World Bank

as industrial countries is motor vehicle shares. There is great danger in thinkinig
exhaust emissions. The economic loss that the energy problems in the develop-
from traffic congestion can also be huge. ing world can be solved by looking only

In Bangkok, for example, it is estimated at the demand side. That is like looking
that a third of the city's GDP is lost to con- through just one lens of a pair of glasses.
gestion-induced delays. These are issues Over the coming decades, energy
of growing concern to the World Bank, consumption in the developing world

issues to wlhich it is giving increasing will increase substantially, althoughl,

attention. Will the automobile play the thanks to improved energy efficiency,
kind of role in developing countries that perhaps not to the levels of industrial

it has played in North America? Will it countries. But that improved efficiency
reign supremiie wlhile some forms of pub- will not be achieved simply through

lic transport are considered unfashion- technology. Many things have to be
able, even undesirable? And will that fixed. Many governments need convinc-
mean poor public transport policies? At ing that prices have to be freed and the
the very least, developing-country cities policy environment improved.

should be moving toward lead-free gaso- There has been imlUchi criticism of the
line and possibly toward natural gas for World Bank for its supply-side focus on

fleets of buses and taxis. energy. The Bank has taken heed and

Another issue on wh-ich the Worldl increasingly is Using the other eye-not

Bank's energies are being brought to bear just the demand-side or supply-side eye,

is the extensive use of biomass for cook- but both eyes. It has introduced new poli-

ing, particularly in Aflrica and South Asia, cies for its power and energy efficiency

and the particulates that it throws into the operations, and a report on the success

atmosphere. Not only is cooking with of those new policies over the first eigh-
biomass fuel inefficient, bLut it damages teen months has been presented to the
the health of the cook and of others, Bank's board of directors.

especially when done indoors. And The Bank is also addressing its skill

where blomass is taken from forest cover. mix. Given the new focus, it needs people
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with experience in energy efficiency, par- The disappointing aspect of private
ticularly in the area of regulation. In sector involvement in transport is that
developing countries, reform without much of it came about as a result of the
regulation is a recipe for failure. Another desperation of public authorities. Unable

area where the Bank has intensified its to maintain their fleets and keep them on

efforts is building the enabling environ- the streets, they had no choice but to go
ment-one in which the private sector hat in hand to the private sector. But it is
takes the lead and the government sim- important to recognize that the private

ply regulates. sector can be a partner even where a
The Bank also has strongly pushed city's transport system is functioning well.

solar energy initiatives. And it has More could also be done to promote

strengthened its units covering alterna- nonpolluting forms of transport-and not

tive and biomass energy-in the Asia just electronic cars and the like. In
technical department, for example, as Europe and Japan the bicycle is encour-
well as in divisions covering industry and aged as a mode of transport. In Finland

energy. and the Netherlands planners give
There are constraints on the World cyclists a high priority.

Bank, however. One of the biggest is its There is an important link between

procurement rules. A dynamic private transport and land-use planning. For
company operating with Bank financing years, that was seldom recognized, but

would find the Bank's procurement rules things are changing. The California

and processes a nightmare. Another bar- Energy Commission's Planning for Com-
rier to private sector participation is that munity Energy, Economics, and Environ-

the Bank and other multilateral lending mental Sustainability (PLACES) is a step

institutions cannot lend directly to the in the right direction. In effect, this pro-
private sector without government guar- gram says to planners, if you want to plan

antees. And the last thing governments and build a new community this way,

are prepared to do today is to dole out these are the implications not just for

gLuarantees on loans to private investors. household energy, but for transport,

sewage lines, and so on.
Transport One of the fundamental problems in

cities is the private car and the type of

Does the past hold the answer to the energy it uses. Transport-related environ-

future? Unlike many cities in industrial mental problems stem mainly from the
countries that scrapped streetcars twen- failure to address the real costs that cars

ty-five to fifty years ago, Zurich has impose on society. And those costs are

retained its system. Streetcars have prior- increasing daily. The question now being
ity on the streets, and the whole system asked is whether current urban traffic pat-

works with nonpolluting efficiency de- terns are sustainable-globally, regional-
spite old rolling stock. Streetcars can be ly, and locally.

a solution in some situations, but there is The auto industry is a major consumer
no single answer to the urban transport of resources-60 percent of the world's
problems of cities in developing coun- natural rubber output. 20 percent of steel,

tries. Argentina, Brazil, and Malaysia all and 10 percent of aluminum products.
found different solutions, through public Moreover, a significant amount of green-

and private partnerships. house gases is due to vehicle emissions.
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The transport sector in the United States Although there is no single solution

alone contributes 31 percent of all carbon for all cities, urban transport policies

dioxide emissions. Worldwide, motor ve- should have the same broad objectives.

hicles contribute 14 to 16 percent of fos- For sustainable development, those poli-
sil fuel carbon dioxide and 25 to 30 cies neecd to restrict the consumption of

percent of nitrogen oxides The picture is fossil fuels (thereby reducing enmissionis)
worse in urban areas. Road traffic and move toward nonpolluting energy
accounts lor 90 to 95 percent of carbon systems. Also needed are restrictions on

monoxide and lead emissionis and for 60 the consumption of land ancd other natur-
to 70 percent of nitrogen oxides Even al resources, a more holistic approach to
on the most conservative estimates of planining. and greater efficiency in ener-
growth in population and in the use of gy use. All these measures will improve

the automobile in developing countLies, healtl, social conditions, and amenity val-

the future looks bleak. ues in cities.
Althoug h the implications of the For both industrial and developing

motorization of the world are global, countries, the overriding priority is fiel

regional, and local, the issues are best pricing reformi. U'ntil the real external

tackled locally. No longer can clrivers use costs are reflectecd in the price of gaso-

private cars in the way of the past. New line, it will be difficult to create viable
roads gobble up land. The infrastructure public tranisport systems. In developing

costs are enormous. And in developing countries the main concerns relate to

countries there are problems of equity- healti, public transport. and nonimiotor-
between those who cannot afford motor ized transport. The most important prior-
vehicles ancl those who can. ity (after fuel pricing reforimi) is to

Other problems are also more severe introduce cleaner fuel technologies.
in many cleveloping countries. First, the These measures, along withi better traFfic

cars are usually in very poor condition, managemilent and clemand management

and the quality of fuels is lower. Leadecd in t[ie biggest cities, will cdo Much to
fuel is used extensively in many coun- improve transport etficiency andc to

tries. Second, motor vehicles tend to be reduce pollution. Improved traffic man-
concentrated in a few large cities, withi agement can also help reduce accidents
some cities having 50 percenit of the and speed the dlevelopment of public
national vehicle fleet. Moreover, because transport. A key issue for developing
of the warm climates in most developing cotintries is to keep public transport
countries, many people, particularly chil- affordable. Subsidizing some routes may

dIren and the poor, spend mtcil of their be necessary because the alternative-no
time in pollited street environmenLts, ancd transport-will hurt the very poor.

their health suffers as a result. In Mexico In all countries authorities need to rec-

City, for example, it is estimated that ognize the impoltanit role that the private
more than 12.500 deaths a year can be sector can play. Experience shows that
attributed to the high particulate levels public owinership leads to inefficiencies
from motor vehicle emissionis. In addi- and to subsidized networks. By contrast,

tion, 11.2 million working days are lost a strong commercial approach witlhout
each year in Mexico City, and 140,000 government interference can result in
children require reinedial education well-managedl and efficient transport
because of lead inhalation. operations.
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Solid Waste Management generation Public and environmental
authorities must work more closely with

There is evidence that private sector industries, moving toward cleaner tech-

clelivery of solid waste management ser- nologies and introducing environmental
vices in cities can be successful-in terns audits and waste reduction programs.

of both efficiency and quality. The private There are many green (and brown)

sector can provide lower-cost services, technologies on the shelf, but municipal
higher coverage, better technology, and authorities often are unaware of themii.
better services in general. There are many The private sector can be a key agent in

factors in this success. teclhnology transfer. At the end of the day
First, competition counts. In a comii- There are other areas, too, wiere pub- is urban organic waste

petitive environmiiien-t witlh accountability lic-private partnerslhips can have huge
and with transparency in bidding and payoffs. One example is recycling, which a lost resource for the
contracting, better services can be pro- is much nieedeci ecologically and can cre- renewal of rural soils?
vided and at lower cost. ate jobs. Cities provide ready markets for

Second, in any effort to build public- many recycled products. For example, -Joan Martin-Brown
private partnershiips, political will is cru- urban presses can use recycled newsprint.

cial-to create policy, to foster an rhere can be pitfalls as well as bene-

environflient friencily to the private sec- fits in involving the private sector in deliv-
tor. to introduce or mondifyv a legal and ennlig solid waste services in cities. The
regulatory framiework, and to assulme watchwords here are competition, trans-

some of the sovereign (but not comnmler- par-ency, and accountability. Attaining
cial) risks. Sovereign risks inclucle each of these reqIuires a legal and regula-

exchange rate volatility and decisions on tory environmiient and the political will to

IfLel pricinig-factors over whiclh the pri- pursue the building of partnershlips, as
vate sector has no control. Some form of well as the needed managerial and tech-

guarantee in those areas (perhaps nical capacity.
througlh indexing) may be necessary to Whatevel the huldles to be overcome
adjust contract prices, or the pitfalls to he avoided, the WVorld

Third, there is a tremendous need to Bank Is optimlistIc about the future of the

builcl local technical capacity. Authorities world's cities. There are revolutioniary
must have the capacity to mlanage the changes taking place that m av fundat-
contracting of services with the private mentallv alter the reasons for urban

sector and the technical capacity to development and the way cities and
understand the costs of service delivery. towns are inanaged. The revolution is in

Fourth, there should be a strategy of technology, values, and participation.

unbundling services to develop competi- The revolution in technology (funda-

tion, for example, by clividing a city into mentally in conmmunicationis) has allowed
collection districts and bidding themii out the numLlber of telecomNllLuters in the

separately. One caveat unbundling does United States to reach 7 million, and more
not always work. There may be a need to companiies are experimentinig on a large
consolidate services in some areas, partic- scale If telecom11muLting becamie thie nori,

ularly in environmentally souLnci disposal. urbanization would be slowed, if not
Although the focus is often on solicl reversed The dire predictions for the

waste management, there is also a need megacities miglht not come true. T here is
for public-private partnerships in waste a revolution, too, in values-of what is
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considered minimally acceptable to

improve people's quality of life. These val-

ues include environmental and human

rights issues. The third revolution-in

participation-is turning the organization

of society upside down, reversing cen-

turies of guidance, control, and direction

from the top. It is organizations of peo-

ple-and it is the move from profit to non-

If these institutions are profit, from institution to community and

going to change ... the grassroots participation.

people working at the Institutions such as the World Bank
are not unaffected. Indeed, they must

grassroots need to change. The World Bank must transform

make their voices felt in from an institution in a command posi-

governments. Govern- tion to one that is there to listen and to
connect all those involved in the devel-

ments need to make opment process-to bring together

their voices felt in the communities, institutions, and the pub-

UN and the World Bank lic and private sectors, to solve problems
of people and improve their quality

-Richard Barrett of life. 
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Appendix A

Program: The Business of Sustainable Cities:
Public-Private Partnerships
for Creative Technical and Institutional Solutions
An Associated Event of the Second Annual World Bank Conference
on Environmentally Sustainable Development
co-sponsored byThe World Bank and EarthKind
and held at the International Monetary Fund
Washington, D.C.
September 22-23, 1994

Inaugural Session

Welcoming Opportunities
Ismail Serageldin, Vice President,
Environmentally Sustainable Development. World Bank

Old Values, New Visions
Mauricio de Maria y Campos, Director General,

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

Imagining tbe Possible
Jan A. Hartke, President, EarthKind

Sector Framework and Sectoral Linkages

Presiding: Joan Martin-Brown, Adviser to the Vice President.
Environmentally Sustainable Development, World Bank

Moderator: F. Ranil Senanayake, Co-Executive Director,

Environment Liaison Center International

Video: "Curitiba: City of the Future"

Energy

Gregory Newcomb, Deputy Division Chief,
Energy Facility Siting and Environmental Protection Division

California Energy Commission

Transportation

Pierre Laconte, Secretary-General,
International Union of Public Transport

Solid Waste
Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel, Director, Industry and Environment,

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
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Concurrent Sessions

Energy: Efficiencies, Effectiveness, and Equity

Presiding: Jan A. Hartke

Moderator: Michael Totten, Director, Center for Renewable Energy

and Sustainable 'echnology

Energy Ef/icienzcy and Denmand-Side Mlaniageme7ent

Charles Condy, President, Proven Alternatives, Inc.
Vichit Punlyalhotra, Deputy Minister of Energy
Mary Harris, Vice President, RCG/Hagler, Bailly

Alternative Energy Options

Neville Williamas, President ancl Founder.
Solar Electric Light Funld

AnlLua WX'ang, President, Gansu PV Company

Transportatiow Getting There. . . At WhJat Cost?

Presiding: Richard Barrett, Assistant to the Vice President,

Environmiientally Sustainable Development, World Bank

Moderator: WXalter Hook, Executive Director,

Institute for Transportation and Development Policy

Private Sector Finianci, ig and Operction oJ Transportationl Systemns

Francisco Cristovaim, Presiclent, CMTC
Jorge HI. Kogan. President, Dytecna
James A. Dunstan, Allen. Allen, and Helmsley

innovation in Ei.nssions Reduction

Dale McKinnon, Techn-ical Director,
Manulacturers of Emission Controls Association

Christopher Flavin, Vice Presidenit, Research, Worldwatclh Institute

Solid Waste: Waste or Resource?

Presiding: Joan Martin-Brown

Moderator: Edgar M Miller, Director of Policy ancd Prograim-s.

National Recycling Coalition

Pity/lls anid Prospects/fbr Public-Private Partnerships

Sandra Cointreau-Levine, Consultant, World Bank

Private Sector Participation in Collection atnd Disposal
Franicis L. Masenya, Chief Health Inspector,

Gaborone City Council

Theodore R. Siegler, Vice President, DSM Environmental Services
Eduarcdo H. Passalacclua, Professor ancl Consultant
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Innovation in Solid Waste Management

Ricardo E. Giesecke, General Director. Solid Waste Micro Enterprises
M.C. Vasuki, Chief Executive Officer, Delaware Solid Waste Department
Giovanni Pinclhera, Chairman, Municipal Environment Agency of Rome

Concluding Session

T7he Power of Global Partnerships: Impeditnents and Incentives for Business

Presiding: Joan Martin-Brown

Moderator: Alicia Barcena, Executive Director, Earth Council
J. Hughi Faulkner, Executive Director, Business CoullCil

for Sustainable Development
Troy A.P. Davis, Executive Director. International Networ-k

for Environmental Management
Frank Ohnesorgen, D)irector of Latin American Programs.

International City/County Management Association
Janice E. Perlman, Executive Director, Mega-Cities Project, Inc.

Perspectives-Reports and Commentaries on Sector Break-out Sessions:
Pitfalls and Prospects

Presiding: Jan A. H-iartke

Moderator: Elkvn A. Chaparro, Senior Acdviser to the Vice Presicdent,

Finance and Private Sector Developmiient, WXorld Bank

Energy
Trevor Byer, Adviser, Inclustry and Energy Departmiienit.
Finance and Private Sector Development, WVorld Bank

Transport

Richard Barrett

Solid tWaste Mlanagement

Carl R. Bartone, Senior Environmental Specialist. I 1rban Development
Division, Transport, Water, Urban D)evelopment Departmlent, World Bank
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